
2021 New Orleans, Louisiana, - a magical destination 

Name______________________________________       Phone___________________________________ 

         _____________________________________           Address__________________________________ 

City_________________ State_____  ZIP_______            Email __________________________________ 

Please list full names, exactly as they appear in your valid passport along with date of birth (Month Spelled out, day and year) 

1.________________________________________     DOB         ___ _ _/_ _/_ _ _ _ 

2.________________________________________     DOB        ____ _/_ _/_ _ _ __ 

Type of accommodations  _____ Single (1 per room*) or  ______ Double (2 per room) 

RESERVATIONS AND PAYMENT 
Reservations will be confirmed upon receipt of a signed application form and a deposit of $499. per person.  Due to the nature and 
seasonality of the areas visited on these tours, we are required to make substantial deposits in order to secure the appropriate 
land and/or air reservations.  Once your airline ticket is booked, which will be done with you in person or on the phone for sake 
of perfect coordination, the flight likely becomes non changeable/non refundable. (Consider Travel Insurance, ask for suggestions 
as to polices.) 
-Please check off/indicate which way you prefer:    

___   $999   per traveler  single room/room to yourself     (flights, room to yourself,  inclusions per itinerary) 

___   $799   per traveler  share a room    (flights, shared room,  inclusions per itinerary) 

___   $699   per traveler  (ground/land arrangements only/having done your own flights,  inclusions per  itinerary) 
_ _ 

TOTAL DEPOSIT ENCLOSED:  $499.  per person x ________  =  $__________________ 

CANCELLATIONS, CHANGES AND REFUND 
Any notice of cancellation or change is best made in writing.   
GENERAL INFORMATION 
If you don’t yet have a passport valid for at least six months, please begin the easy process to get one immediately. Check on your Govt issued ID 
to make sure it is up to date.    
RESPONSIBILITY 
This is a personal trip, and arrangements are being expertly made by Roxan. All details are thought out and accounted for with your best interests 
in mind.    As such, paying via check or Paypal is appreciated to keep your costs down.  (Credit cards charge a substantial fee, which we are looking 

to avoid!) ☺     If you have us take care of your Air, we will contact you and make the non-changeable Air reservation per your specific preferences 
with you for sake of good coordination.    

Signature:______________________________________________________________  Date: _______________________ 

Please E mail Scan or Mail this form, to begin the neat paper trail, the Deposit, and a copy of your passport or Govt 
issued ID for sake of correct name used for travel to:     

Roxan    Chen    2023 Vauxhall Rd, Union, NJ   07083 908 451 8110        Roxan921@aol.com        (rev 12/20)
(rev 12/20)

mailto:Roxan921@aol.com

